Road agencies collect expensive data forming the backbone of the asset management system to identify various indicators of performance and maintenance needs. The time series condition data can be used to estimate progression rates (PR) and in turn predict future values.
Introduction
A network under study may have many thousands of kilometres of pavement, typically subdivided into a series of links. Each link is in turn is subdivided into a series of discrete lengths, referred to as sections, for example every 100 metres. Each 100 metre section will have multiple variables describing different attributes of the pavement condition measurements recorded over time. It is from these time series that progression rates can be inferred.
A great deal of excellent research has been spent in recent decades in identifying more accurate pavement deterioration models. These models do however typically require a starting value, say the current network condition. From this they estimate the additional change to give total predicted conditions. The success of these models is then highly dependent on the accuracy in inferring the current condition. Start at an incorrect vale and that error is carried through. Fitting progression rates on historical data is a method to fill and smooth out the network to gain a better quality starting value.
The starting value of a pavement may often be many magnitudes larger than the predicted change in condition. Due to this discrepancy, reducing the error in estimating the starting value by say 10% will have a much greater effect on the final predictions than reducing the error of the estimated change in condition by 10%.
Progression rates provide an insight to not only the current level of condition, but by extrapolating what levels are likely in the future. The progression rates also smooth the raw data, assisting in preparing the data for further analysis. The time series data requires a criterion to identify the true progression rates of various variables, roughness, strength, rutting, texture, cracking etc. Human interpretation while often accurate is highly inconsistent. Further, the sheer size of typical networks required the speed and consistence of an automated approach.
The difficulty in estimating progression rates in pavement sections is the combination of possible error in measurements, unknown maintenance intervention(s) and small sample sizes. While it is reasonable to assume a pavement must deteriorate over time, strength excluded, there are instantaneous points where maintenance intervention can either reduce the level of deterioration, reduce the future rate of deterioration, or some combination of the two.
Alternate algorithms, Byrne [1] , looked at developing project level criterion to identify progression rates and maintenance interventions independently for each section. The work presented in this journal takes some of the basic concepts to create a new network level criterion. The benefits are this approach is better suited to a broader understanding of the network condition from fewer amounts of data as it incorporates a data sharing concept to learn from.
To identify maintenance intervention effects, the criterion will describe a time series by segmenting in a piecewise regression manner. Figure 1 describes a section with two scenarios with alternate definitions of error and segmented time series. In plot (a) of Figure 1 some maintenance intervention is inferred 1996 as this is the only way to achieve the roughness reduction from 1996 to 1997, this time series is 'segmented' into two pieces. Plot (b) in Figure 1 has a model with one segment, or no maintenance interventions.
Plot (b) also differs from (a) in that it states a majority of the measurements are "Error". This highlights that the definition of which measurements are "Error" or "Data" affects the inferred progression rates and maintenance intervention(s) and vice versa. The criterion must identify not only maintenance intervention(s) but also identify measurements with error. Given a small section measurement number, N, the effects of errors, referred to as outliers in the algorithm, will not be averaged out but will have a large bias upon the predicted progression rate. A simple example of this effect is shown in Figure 2 with the inferred progression rate without consideration of error in the plot (a) and with consideration of outliers in the plot (b). The effects of a single value will be considerable if the progression rate is inferred into the future, for example, what is the roughness level in 2015? 
Data Sharing
One major hurdle to correctly identifying maintenance intervention and outliers is the small sample size, N. A network database may cover 5,000 km of pavements with representative time series for every 100 metres. Each of these 50,000 time series, referred to as a section, may only have a small number of measurements covering a large range of years. It would not be uncommon to have only 3 or 4 measurements covering a range of 10 or more years.
The MML criterion has been developed to share information over adjacent sections, increasing N. The benefit of this approach is in increasing the chances of correctly identifying maintenance intervention(s) and in turn greatly eases the difficulty of identifying outliers.
The comparison of the two types of progression rates in Figure 1 can be thought of as comparing different models. The question is which model is appropriate given the evidence of the data, and is a form of multimodal inference? This is a problem of multimodal selection, which is given a range of different models which should be chosen as representative of the data? The MML criterion presented here assists in making that choice.
This question may be answered more easily by sharing information over adjacent pavement sections for the same variable. If you were unsure as to whether maintenance had occurred, as in Figure 1 you may analyse adjacent sections to identify if they do or do not appear to exhibit similar likelihood of maintenance. Likely maintenance interventions in the data are not simply necessary for identifying progression rates but valuable information in its own right. For example this information may allow an analyst to select only sections without maintenance to build deterioration models.
The difficulty is in how to apply some consistent and quantitative mathematical criterion to this information. How 'significant' must maintenance appear before it is accepted? And, once a segmentation model is inferred for a section(s), how do we judge for each section what measurements are likely error?
Three dimensional visualisation
Each variable for a given link is divided both in terms of chainage, typically every 100 metres, and measured discretely in time. It can be visualised more simply as a two dimensional image, the Y-axis representing sections or chainage and the X-axis time. Each row (section) of data has a corresponding progression rate which is the overall object of the criterion.
An example shown in Figure 4 with the darker lines describe how the data is segmented. The horizontal segments divide this link into three differing maintenance strategies. The vertical segment(s), show when each of the three maintenance strategies received maintenance, or in the case of the bottom strategy it doesn't have any maintenance interventions. The top strategy segment receives maintenance after 2001, the middle after 2004 and the bottom has no maintenance at all. Figure 4 there are 3 total progression groups given different shades. Ultimately, these progression groups define which sections are combined together, and, where for each group maintenance has or has not occurred for each section within that group. Although the criterion is described as segmenting in two dimensions (chainage and years), it is in fact a full three dimensional model once progression rates are included. The progression group model of 4(a) is shown in full 3-D in 4(b).
While the progression groups fix the two dimensional position with respect to chainage and year, these groups can be thought of as rectangle plates able to rotate in 3 dimensions to describe the progression rates within their location. As such, a relatively simply 2-D segmenting can create quite complex patterns of progression rates for an individual link, and combined a total network.
The advantage to viewing each variable for each link as in Figure 4 is the development of an overall criterion to identify these segments, and thus progression rates is simpler. A criterion to identify the segmentation of each variable must include a penalty to complexity. If not, the most complex model is automatically selected as it will fit the data better. The criterion to identify patterns of segmentation and error must incorporate some penalty to complexity. If not, the issues of overfitting demonstrated in Figure 5 will not be identified. The criterion selected to solve for overfitting, and thus identifying likely maintenance intervention and error in a time series condition variables is Minimum Message Length (MML). 
The MML 2DS
Each possible combination of progression groups for a link is referred to as a progression group model. Each of these models has a message length estimated by the MML 2DS. The overall optimum model selected of all models trialled is the one with the lowest overall message length. This paper presents a method based upon Minimum Message Length (MML) which provides consistent and quantitative criterion to select an appropriate segmented time series model, identify error and ultimately PR. MML is a very powerful inference method which rivals neural networks and other machine learning methods.
The MML method of inference was invented by Wallace and co-researchers and is published in many papers over three decades including the following: a selection criterion for Neural Networks Makalic et al. [2] ; classification of proteins in DNA Zakis et al. [3] ; grouping ordered data Fitzgibbon et al. [4] ; inferring decision graphs Oliver et al. [5] ; classification of spatial data Wallace [6] ; clustering of protein structures Edgoose et al. [7] ; and bushfire prediction using decision trees Dowe and Krusel [8] .
MML is a Bayesian approach to inference which attempts to minimize a two part message. The first part (the Assertion) describes the model and the second (the Detail) describes the data given the model, or goodness of fit. MML is a mathematical interpretation of Occam's Razor. MML penalizes complexity, but awards higher goodness of fit. The optimum MML model can be thought of as the simplest model that still explains the data well. One of the benefits of MML is it can avoid the statistical problem of overfitting by including a penalty to complexity in model selection.
The structure of the MML 2DS works by requiring the model to be explained in full. The more complex the model the more it requires explaining and thus the higher the Assertion or penalty. Consider a simple example of a single roughness time series. Each additional segment requires explaining, increasing the Assertion. Further, each measurement defined as error must be explained, further increasing the Assertion. The Assertion component of the models in 5(b) and 5(d) are so high that MML 2DS wont select them, avoiding overfitting.
The general engineering belief that the MML 2DS criterion expresses quantitatively is: increasing the number of progression groups should only be included if there is strong evidence for it in the data. 
Formation of the Message Length for the MML 2DS
The two components of the MML 2DS are the mixture model and piecewise regression model. For simplicity the two components will be described separately. The message length of any MML 2DS model, DS ML 2 , is given in Equation 1 ;
The mixture model component defines the probability of each measurement belonging to the progression rates, these probabilities (or weights) are used in turn to estimate new progression rates. The algorithm is circular, information learnt about outliers is used in turn to learn more about the progression rates and vice versa.
The mixture model component takes the general approach outlined in Section 6.8 Wallace [9] and for the piecewise regression component the Detail part is based upon Section 6.7.1 of Wallace [9] . Both sections are general approaches and have been heavily revised to suit the particular problem of identifying progression rates with two dimensional segmenting.
The Assertion part of the piecewise regression component has been devised specifically for the MML 2DS and is based upon a combination of engineering and MML experience. Components of the message length have been built from the project level algorithm, and the full derivation of the message length can be found in Byrne [1] .
ML (Mixture Model)
The message length describing the mixture model contains three parts. Part 1 describes the number of classes which is constant for all models and can be ignored. Part 2 describes the proportions of the two classes. Part 3 defines the probability of each roughness measurement belonging to either the Data or Error classes. Part 3 is often referred to as class labels and their inclusion results in the MML mixture model being a classified model. This differs from the maximum likelihood approach which treats class labels as missing data and is referred to as an unclassified model. 
Weighting of Roughness Measurements, ( ) α S ML
Each roughness measurement has some probability of belonging to each of the two classes, Data and Error. This information must be included in the Assertion to allow the receiver to decode the message. Like the proportion, only 1 parameter is required for each roughness value, which is the probability of that value belonging to the Data class, n r . , is the probability of the data given the model. F is the Fischer information matrix describing the cost of defining parameters to some precision, and D c is a constant depending on the number of free parameters.
Formation of the Message Length for the Asserted Model
The Assertion includes the prior probability for the progression group model under analysis and the parameters estimated as part of the progression rates.
The MML 2DS must define a prior probability how the link is divided into the segmentation groups. The prior works systematically, firstly defining how the link is segmented horizontally into the maintenance strategies. For each of these maintenance strategies the position of maintenance intervention(s) (or none is also possible) is then stated.
A simple prior for segmenting the chainage into maintenance strategies may be to simply penalise each new maintenance strategy. This reduces the chance of overfitting as required. It doesn't however acknowledge the real environment of analysis. As the link increases in length, so does the likelihood of experiencing different maintenance strategies.
The prior describing each progression group models attempt to include the general belief that a simpler model is preferred, but also include the belief that as the length of the link increases, it is more likely that differing maintenance strategies may have occurred. The prior selected to express this belief is shown in Equation 9.
( ) The number of maintenance strategies
On a regularly maintained network, it would be fair to assume that as the years of data increase for a particular section, the likelihood of a maintenance intervention point occurring within the period of analysis increases in turn. For example, for a segment with a range of 17 years of roughness measurements seems more likely to have some maintenance than a segment with a range of 3 years measurements. 
The derivation of the other prior components of Equation 8, with the restrained condition of the parameters, is given in full in Byrne [1] .
Formation of the Message Length for the Detail
For the simple linear regression case the data n y comprises N independent cases. The probability model of data n y is described by The given data will be assumed standardized so that X is adjusted to meet the following criterion,
The combined message length describing the data by the two classes of the mixture model and piecewise model is given by the likelihood function L .
Where the likelihood for each roughness measurement is 
Simulated Example of MML 2DS
A link of rutting data has been simulated to detect patterns with a known progression group pattern and progression rates. The simulation has been designed to prove fairly the MML 2DS can identify the true model. The data is simulated in Excel from a normally distributed distribution to include some noise.
The progression group pattern, Figure 6 (a), has been selected as a combination of obvious and subtle maintenance strategies with maintenance interventions. A link of 100 sections with 40 years of data is generated. Five maintenance strategies (horizontal segments) are simulated with two including a maintenance intervention (vertical segments). A subtle strategy is included between chainages 60 and 80 and 80 and 90. These sections rutting is very similar with a slight "v" shape included, i.e. sections around 80 are lower in rutting than 60 and 90. Plot 6(b) shows the true 3 dimensional analysis with progression groups and the progression rates. The MML 2DS uses the reduction in message length as a means of comparing models. The following Figure 7 shows a range of progression pattern and their corresponding message lengths. The shaded pattern used in the left hand plots of Figure 7 are to distinguish between different progression groups, a more complicated colour system could also allow a distinguishing of condition level as well. A vertical line through the message lengths, right column plots, indicates the current optimum model. As the iterations increase so does the complexity or number of progression groups. Notice the message length does not necessarily always decrease, indicating how the penalty for increased complexity can cause an increase in message length if the data is not described well enough.
Model (d) has a smaller message length than (a) but is not the overall smallest. Model (g) is however the absolute smallest message length of all models trialled, even a more complex model (k) does not have a lower message length, though the difference is a matter of a few nits. Model (g) is the model selected by MML 2DS as the optimum model for this data. A comparison of 6(a) and 7(g) (or 6(b) and 7(h)) shows a direct relationship and the MML 2DS has found the true model.
Conclusions
Correctly identifying the maintenance strategies within a link provides more than simply assistance in identifying progression rates. The MML 2DS is an example of quality data mining whereby useful patterns of information can be extracted. A simple colour description of pavement wear from the MML 2DS output could for instance provide a visual representation of a networks current, and future, condition.
The problem of identifying a sections progression rate with a small N is difficult due to the complex interaction of possible maintenance interventions and outliers. The MML 2DS provides a new method of combating this through the novel concept of data sharing over adjacent sections. A simulated trial proves the MML 2DS is robust enough to balance complexity accuracy issues to identify the true pattern.
The MML 2DS is an example of where a quality data mining algorithm can extract large amounts of information from a database. While the progression rates are the ultimate answer sought, along the way the MML 2DS identifies maintenance strategies within the network. This is highly useful information in its own right as maintenance records are typically very poor at the network level.
